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T h e Lie augmenta t ion terminals of groups* 
BERTALAN KIRÁLY 
A b s t r a c t . In this paper we give necessery and sufficient cond i t ions for g roups which 
have finite Lie t e rmina l s with respect to c o m m u t a t i v e r ing of charac te r i s t i c pa whe re p is 
a pr ime and s is a n a t u r a l n u m b e r . 
1. Introduction. Let R be a commutative ring with identity, G a 
group and RG its group ring and let A(RG) denote the augmentation ideal 
of RG, that is the kernel of the ring homomorphism </> : RG —> R which 
maps the group elements to 1. It is easy to see that as Ä-module A(RG) 
is a free module with the elements g — 1 (g £ G) as a basis. It is clear that 
A{RG) is the ideal generated by all elements of the form g — l,g £ G. 
The Lie powers A^(RG) of A{RG) are defined inductively: 
A(RG) = A^(RG), Alx+V(RG) = [AW(RG), A(RG)]-RG,if Ais nota l imi t 
ordinal, and A^(RG) = n A^(RG) otherwise, where [Ii, M] denote the 
V < A 
i?-submodule of RG generated by [k, m] = km — mk, k £ K,m £ M, and 
for K C RG, K • RG denotes the right ideal generated by K in RG (similary 
RG • K will denote the left ideal generated by K). It is easy to see that the 
right ideal A^(RG) is a two-sided ideal of RG for all ordinals A > 1. 
Evidently there exists a least ordinal T — Tr [G] such that A^(RG) = 
A^T+l\RG) which is called the Lie augmentation terminal (or Lie terminal 
for simple when it is obvious from the context what ring R we are working 
with) of G with respect to R. If G = (1) we put TR[G] = 1. 
In general, the question of the classification of groups in regarding to 
values of the Lie terminals and also of the computation of these terminals, 
is far from being simple. 
We are primarily concerned with finding all groups whose the Lie ter-
minals with respect to commutative ring of characteristic ps are finite. 
In this paper we give necessery and sufficient conditions for groups 
which have finite Lie terminals with respect to commutative ring of charac-
teristic ps where p is a prime and 5 is a natural number (Theorem 3.1). 
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2. Notat ions and some known facts. If H is a normal subgroup 
of G, then I(RH) (or 1(H) for short when it is obvious from the context 
what ring R we are working with) denotes the ideal of RG generated by all 
elements of the form h — 1, (h £ II). It is well known that I (RH) is the 
kernel of the natural epimorphism 0 : RG —» RG/H induced by the group 
homomorphism <f> of G onto G/H. It is clear that I(RG) — A(RG). 
Let F be a free group on the free generators X{(i E I), say, and ZF be 
its integral group ring (Z denotes the ring of rational integers). Then every 
homomorphism <j> : F —> G induces a ring homomorphism <f> : ZF —> RG 
by letting nyV) — S ny4>(y)i where y £ F and the sum rungs over the 
finite set of nyy E ZF. If / E ZF, we denote by Aj(RG) the two-sided 
ideal of RG generated by the elements <f>(f), cj> £ Hom(F,G), the set of 
homomorphism from F to G. In other words Aj(RG) is the ideal generated 
by the values of / in RG as the elements of G are substituted for the free 
generators X{-s. 
An ideal J of RG is called a polynomial ideal if J = Aj(RG) for some 
/ £ ZF, F a free group. 
It is easy to see that the augmentation ideal A(RG) is a polynomial 
ideal. Really, A(RG) is generated as an R—module by the elements g — l(g £ 
G), i.e. by the values of the polynomial x — 1. 
From [3] (see also [2], Corollary 1.9, page 6) it follows the 
L e m m a 2.1. ([2]) The Lie powers A^(RG),n > 1, are polynomial 
ideals in RG. 
We use also the following 
Lemma 2.2. ([2] Proposition 1.4, page 2) Let f £ ZF. Then f defines 
a polynomial ideal Aj(RG) in every group ring RG. Furter, if 6 : RG —> Ii II 
is a ring homomorphism induced by a group homomorphism <J> : G —» H 
and a ring homomorphism ip : R —• K, then 
9 ( A f ( R G ) ) C A j ( K H ) . 
(It is assumed here that IP(1R) = IK, where In and 1 K are identity of 
the rings R and K respectively.) 
Let (f) : RG —> RG/ L be a natural epimorphism induced by the group 
homomorphism <p of G onto G/L. By Lemma 2.1 A^(RG)(n > 1) axe 
polynomial ideal and from Lemma 2.2 it follows that 
< f ) ( A ^ ( R G ) ) = aW(RG/L). (1) 
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Consequently 
A[n\RG/L) ^ (A^(RG) + I(RL))/I(RL) (2) 
for all n > 1. 
If /C denotes a class of groups (by which we understand that /C contains 
all groups of order 1 and, with each H E /C, all isomorphic copies of H) we 
define the class R/C of residually-/C groups by letting G E RAT if and only 
if: whenever 1 / ^ G G, there exists a normal subgroup Hg of the group G 
such that GjHg E K and g Hg. 
We use the following notations for standard group classes: V: nilpo-
tent groups whose derived groups are torsion-free nilpotent groups and Vp: 
nilpotent groups whose derived groups are p-groups of finite exponent. 
Let p be a prime and n a natural number. Then we shall denote by 
the subgroup generated by all elements of the form gp ,g E G. 
If Ii, L are two subgroups of G, then we shall denote by (I i , L) the 
subgroup generated by all commutators (g,h) = g~lh~lgh, g E K, h E L. 
The nth term of the lower central series of G is defined inductively: 
71(G) = G, 12(G) = G' is the commutator subgroup (G,G) of G, and 
ln(G) = (ln-l(G),G). 
In this paper we shall use also the following theorems: 
Theorem 2.1. ([1]) Let G be a non-Abelian group, R a commutative 
ring with identity. Then A^ (RG) — 0 for some n > 2 if and only if G is 
nilpotent, G' is a finite p-group and p is nilpotent in R. 
0 0 
The ideal JJR) of a ring R is defined by JJR) = n pnR. 
n—1 
Theorem 2.2. ([2], Theorem 2.13, page 85) Let G be a residually 
Vp-group and Jp(R) = 0, then A^(RG) = 0. 
We shall use the following lemma, which gives some elementary prop-
erties of the Lie powers A^(RG) of A(RG). 
Lemma 2.3. ([2], Proposition 1.7, page 4) For an arbitrary natural 
numbers n and m are true: 
1) I(ln(G))C AW(RG) 
2) [AW(RG),AW(RG)] C A^m\RG) 
3) AW(RG) • AW(RG) C A\n+m~l\RG). 
3. The Lie augmentat ion terminals. Throughout this section R 
will denote a commutative ring with identity of characteristic ps. 
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The normal subgroups is defined by 
oo 
<?p.* = f | (.GYlÁG), 
n=l 
where 1k(G) is the kth term of the lower central series of G and G' is the 
commutator subgroup of G. It is clear, that the factor-group G/GPik is a 
re si du al ly-Vp group for every k. We have the following sequence 
G — GPi 1 3 GP)2 5 • • • 3 Gp (3) 
oo 
of normal subgroups GPik of a group G, where Gp = D GPik. k= 1 
L e m m a 3.1. Let R be a commutative ring of characteristic ps. Then 
I(GPtk) Q AW(RG) for all k> 1. 
Proof. Let the element h — 1 be in I(GPik)- It will be sufficient to 
show that h — 1 E A^(RG). For an arbitrary n written the element h as 
h = h\ h\ • • -h^yk (hi E G',yk E ^k(G)) and using the identity 
ab-l = ( a - l)(b - 1) + (a - 1) + (b - 1) (4) 
we have that 
h- 1 = (hf hf •••h^yk- 1 )(yk - 1) + (hf hf • • • h£ - 1) + (yk - 1). 
By Lemma 2.3, I(~fk(G)) C A^(RG) and hence yk - 1 E A^(RG). There-
fore 
h- 1 EE (h{ h{ 1) (mod ^ ( Ä G ) ) . 
Applying (4) repeatedly to (h\ Kp2 • • • h^ - 1 ) from the previous expression 
it follows that 
m
 771
 Pn / n\ 
h- 1 EE - 1 )bi - E E - ^6* (mod 
i=l 2 — 1 j= l ^ ' 
where 6; E ÄC. From Lemma 2.3 (cases 1 and 3) we obtain, that the element 
(h{ — l)-7 He in A^J+l^(RG) for every i and j. If n > s + k, then ps divides 
P7 . for j = 1 , 2 , . . . , k — 1. Therefore 
m m k — 1 
h~ 1 E E - i ) ^ - 1)J'6< = ( m ° d 
i=i i=i j=i 
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m k-l ,
 nv 
where Fk(h) = — and — ( . )• Since is zero in 
i=l j=i ^ ' 
i?, we have that h — 1 E ^ ^ ( Ä G ) which imphes the inclusion I(GP}k) C 
and completes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Let R be a commutative iing of characteristic ps. Then 
A[u\RG) = I(GP). 
Proof. From (3) and from Lemma 3.1 the inclusion I(GV) C A^(RG) 
follows. We can readily verify that G/Gp is the residually-£>p group and by 
Theorem 2.2 
A[u]{RG/Gp) = 0. (5) 
By (1) 4>{A^N\RG)) = AW(RG/GP) for all n > 1, w h e r e f : RG RGJGV 
the natural epimorphism induced by the group homomorphism 4> of G 
onto G/GP. Consequently f{A^{RG)) C A^{RG/GP) for all n and there-
fore <F>(AW(RG)) C Then from the isomorphism RG/GP 
RG/I(GP) and from (5) we conclude that A M ( ä G ) C / (G p ) . Therefore 
AM(RG) = I(GP). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
If G is a nilpotent group with a finite p-group as the commutator sub-
group and R a commutative ring of characteristic ps then the ideal A(RG) is 
Lie nilpotent (see Theorem 2.1). Denote R°[A(RG)] the Lie nilpotency index 
of A(RG) i .e. t h e n a t u r a l n u m b e r n for w h i c h A^N~^(RG) ± A^(RG) = 0 
ho lds . If G = (1) we p u t T°[A(RG)] = 1. 
Let rp[G] denote the smallest natural number k (if it exists) such that 
Gp,k-i / GPik — • •' — Gp. 
Theorem 3.1. Let R be a commutative ring of characteristic ps. Then: 
1) Tr[G] = 1 if and only if G = GP, 
2) Tr[G] = 2 if and only if G £ G' = GP, 
3) Tr[G] > 2 if and only if GJGP is a nilpotent group whose derived 
group is a finite p-group. 
Proof. The statement 1) follows from Lemma 3.2. 
2) Let Tr[G] = 2, i.e. 
A(RG) Í AW{RG) = A^(RG) = ••• = A^(RG). 
By statement 1) of our theorem Gp / G and consequently G / G'. Because 
G/G' is an Abelian group, A^(RG/G') = 0. From the isomorphism 
AW{RG/G') = (A^(RG) + I{G'))/I(G'l 
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which follows from (2), we conclude that A^(RG) C I{G'). By Lemma 2.3 
we obta in the inclusion A^(RG) D I{G'). Consequently A^(RG) = I{G'). 
Since Tr[G] = 2 , A W ( R G ) = A^(RG). Then from Lemma 3.2 we have the 
equality A^(RG) = J{GP). Therefore 1(GP) = 1(G') and GP = G'. 
Conversely. If G / G' = GP, then A^(RG/GP) = 0 because G/GP is 
an Abelian group. From this equality it follows that A^(RG) C I(GP) and 
by L e m m a 3.2 A^(RG) = A^(RG). Since G ± GPI A(RG) ± A^(RG). 
Consequently = 2 which prove 2) of our theorem. 
3) Suppose that TR[G] = n > 2. From the statements 1) and 2) it 
follows that G / GP and G' GP. It is very simple to see that G/GPii are 
residually—Vp groups and consequently, by Theorem 2.2, 
A^{RG/GP}I) = 0 
for all i > 1. Because Tr[G] is finite then 
• • • D A [ N " 1 ] (RG) D A ^ 1 (RG) = ATN+1Í (RG) = ••• = A["] (RG) 
and hence 
• • O A^n~l\RG/GPii) D A^(RG/GP>1) = 
= A^(RG/GP}t) = ••• = A^(RG/Gp>i). 
It follows that TR[G/Gp,i] are finite and not greater than Tr[G] for all i > 1. 
Then there exists a natural number k < n such that 
AW(RG/GPti) = 0 (6) 
for all i. Then from (2) we have that A^ {RG) C I(GPJI) for all i. If i = fc, by 
Lemma 3.1 we obtain tha t A^(RG) = I(GP,K)- Hence I{GPFK) Q I(GPII)) 
and therefore, G P i i D GP}k for all i > 1. This implies that 
• • • 2 GPtk — GP}k+1 = • • • = Gp (7) 
and by (6) we have that 
A W ( R G / G P ) = 0. (8) 
By Theorem 2.1 it follows that G/G p is a nilpotent group whose commutator 
subgroup is a finite p-group. 
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We remind that in the proof of this part we obtained the following 
inequalitions: from (7) we have that 
TR[G] > RP[G] (9) 
and from (8) we obtain that 
Tr[G] > R°[A(RG/GP}. (10) 
Conversely, let G/GP is a nilpotent group whose derived group is a 
finite p-group. Then by Theorem 2.1 
A[K](RG/GP) = 0 
for the Lie nilpotency index R°[A(RG)] = k of A(RG/GP). It follows that 
AW(RG) C I{GP). Hence, by Lemma 3.2, we obtain that A^(RG) C 
A^(RG). The inverse inclusion, of course, is trivial. Therefore A^(RG) — 
A^(RG). Consequently, TR[G] is finite and 
Tr[G) < R°[A(RG/GP)]. (11) 
The proof of the theorem is complete. 
T h e o r e m 3.2. Let R be a commutative ring of characteristic ps and 
the Lie augmentation terminal of G is finite. Then 
Tr[G] = T°[A{RG/Gp)] > RP[G\. 
The proof of this theorem follows from statements 1) and 2) of Theorem 
3.1 and from (9), (10) and (11). 
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